
Entra  FPXT-B OLT Line Card

The Entra® FPXT-B OLT Line Card allows cable multiple system operators (MSOs) to provision and
support the greater scale required for fiber-based service offerings. DOCSIS® provisioning of
EPON (DPoE™) reduces operating expenses by allowing MSOs to integrate and manage the line
card as they do their DOCSIS networks. By deploying these technologies, MSOs can position
themselves to deliver higher bit rates (10 GB/s symmetrical services), use their fiber more
efficiently, and capture a greater share of the lucrative commercial and residential services markets.

Vecima sells the 7360 ISAM FX platform, augmenting it with Vecima’s FPXT-B and DPoE
capabilities, so that cable operators have an industry-proven 10G EPON service delivery system.
Operators can choose from two shelf sizes that can be mounted in the headend, hub, or outside
plant – a 4-slot version or an 8-slot version, known as FX-4 and FX-8. ANSI and ETSI versions of the
chassis are available. 

These flexible equipment options ensure that MSOs can address any deployment scenario cost-
effectively.



High-capacity nonblocking backplane. 
High-capacity 1.28 Tb/s controller card (network termination [NT]) with 360 Gb/s network capacity (can be
used as uplink, downlink, or direct user link). 
Full NT redundancy with active/active and load-sharing options. 
4-slot (FX-4) and 8-slot (FX-8) shelf options. 
DPoE 2.0 feature set. 
Simultaneously supports multiple line card symmetric and asymmetric rates, including 10/10, 10/1, 2/1, and
1/1 Gb/s. 
Supports IPv4 + IPv6 IP high-speed data (IPHSD service, IPTV/multicast, and DPoE 2.0 MEF service on a
single platform. 
Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) and high-bandwidth capabilities enable customers to deploy
unicast and multicast video. 
IP/Ethernet access platform supports multiprotocol label switching (MPLS).
Added resilience with support for MPLS and link aggregation. 
Shelf size options to support any network size or deployment model in a headend, hub, or outside plant.
Enables a smooth migration from DOCSIS to fiber-based DPoE-based services. 
Advanced traffic management capabilities for premium video delivery. 
Automatic configuration and transparent optical network unit (ONU) management with DPoE. 
Leverages existing DOCSIS provisioning system with DPoE support. 
Supports current practices with proven ISAM technology.
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